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What could be more logical than a second volume of Puzzle Baron's Logic Puzzles?   Puzzle

Baron's Logic Puzzles, Vol. 2 provides 200 more grid- based logic puzzles from the popular online

puzzle site. For each puzzle, readers are given a background story and a list of text-based clues

and then use logic to sift through the clues to arrive at the correct answer to a question. Unlike other

logic puzzle books, every puzzle in Puzzle Baron's Logic Puzzles, Vol. 2 includes statistics-such as

the average completion time, the record completion time, and the percentage of puzzlers who

successfully complete the puzzle-to bring out the competitor in puzzlers and better inform them on

how easy or difficult each puzzle is.  &#149; Features 200 grid-based logic puzzles  &#149;

Includes puzzle statistics for added excitement  &#149; Ideal for kids and adults
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quotes, Sudoku, patchwords, and more. Stephen published Puzzle Baron's Logic Puzzles and
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These are just like the puzzles of the Puzzle Baron app. I'm old-fashioned and wanted to be able to

WRITE on them, so I bought this. There are so many puzzles, one book will last me a while. It's



neat that they include average time, record time, and the solve rate (percentage of people who

solve the puzzle successfully).

I have been doing Logic problems (in INK) for over 30 years and absolutely cannot get enough.

While waiting for my Dell subscription to arrive, I thought I'd take a chance on the Puzzle Baron

Logic Puzzles, and purchased Volumes 1, 2 and 3. The problems themselves are really good,

however, the page sizes are quite small, especially for people with "older" eyes. There is no room to

jot down any notes. I am simply not able to enjoy these and will probably donate the unused

volumes to charity.

I love my Baron's puzzle book. I originally discovered them just by googling logic puzzles and after

getting sick of doing them online or printing them out, I decided to buy a book. Compared to logic

puzzles you can buy in the magazine rack at grocery stores, these are exceptionally better. The

puzzles keep me busy during my down time. I love that each one has a solve rate, average time

and best time next to it. I enjoy timing myself and calculating how much faster (or slower) I was than

average. I also like how the puzzles in the front are easy and the puzzles in the back get harder.

Good things aside, I wish the book was a little bigger so the puzzles could be bigger. I'm only 17

and I'm annoyed with how small the font is! It would also be helpful if the answer key explained how

each puzzle was logically solved instead of just giving answers. All in all I'm giving it five stars

because it truly is a great product and I recommend it for anyone looking for logic puzzles.

Great brain work! I do one or two puzzles each morning while drinking my coffee. Makes me feel

like I'm doing something worthwhile! I think they are well described and fun to do. The difficulty

increases as you progress through the book. I've completed the first twobooks and plan to order the

new release.

Each puzzle has a side box showing how many people managed to complete the puzzle, and the

average time it takes, so you can try to compete with the champions, or just do the puzzles for your

own pleasure. I love these books!

Very challenging . Love it! The puzzles increase in complexity and it tells you the average time it

takes others to complete each one and its difficult level. Great purchase



I like the book, but the puzzles are a little too easy for me. I have also found quite a few errors in the

answer key. The clues contradict the answer key.

Growing up with a variety of grid-style puzzles since I was very young, I was very pleased at the

puzzles presented in this book. While some of the puzzles are straight-forward, the book certainly

delivers on its promise - it will keep you entertained for hours as you read and re-read the clues

trying to piece together some of the more challenging grids.The only thing keeping this from a 5-star

rating is that I do wish there were a bit more variety to the puzzles (all puzzles are "4x5" grids) and a

more linear difficulty progression. For example, it might be nice to start out with some smaller grids

for beginners and moving on to larger, more challenging grids as you progress through the book. In

contrast, I recent purchased a Sudoku book that had numeric difficulty ratings associated with each

puzzle that increased progressively, and I very much appreciated that feature.That said, I still very

much enjoy this purchase and would recommend it to anyone with some familiarity with an affinity

for grid-style logic puzzles.
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